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Preface
I came into ‘art’ as an observer to how difficult intangibles - such as emotionality, pain, 
joy, euphoria - could be made into tangible pieces of visuals. Painting specifically was 

mainly a self-instructed practice for me, made outside of the fine formal studio and 
instead, a private meditative practice that I took on.  This was crucial for my mental health 
as each painting was a moment of therapy, a token captured in a psychological pigment of 

time. 

Painting became more of a yoga practice than a formal artistic one, a medium to channel 
difficult, intimate moments into pieces of subjective beauty. The opposite of my main art 

practices of filmmaking and writing - planned, calculated storytelling, oils loosen my mind 
into a different projection. This collection is formally labeled 2020, however it includes a 

piece I made in 2018, the physical preface to this journey...A place of ‘no-thinking’. 



“Cicatrix” - February 2020

12” x 9”



“Cicatrix” - February 2020

In definition, cicatrix refers to the scar of a healed wound as well the semblances of ’scars’ 
upon a tree bark. Metaphorically and physically it gives naming to the formation and 

contraction of fibrous elements, highlighting a beauty within the fallen.



“Vespers” - February 2020

12” x 9”



“Infatuation” - February 2020

12” x 9”



“Genesis” - February 2020

12” x 9”



“Bodyscape” - February 2020

12” x 9”



“Synthesis” - January 2020

8” x 8”



“Synthesis” - January 2020

I painted this in moments of blurred confusion, fear, and innate abstraction. But in those 
moments produced a synthesis of texture, movement, and layers. Synthesis - the 

combination of components or elements to form a connected whole. 



“Regeneration” - January 2020

8” x 8”



“Regeneration” - January 2020

I painted this piece in a melancholic state as I pondered over the absurdities that lie 
between the balance of decay and growth. Is growth something that is nurtured over the 

passages of time, a phenomenon that will always endure, or can growth also be represented 
as an energetic form that nevertheless emerges from decay?



“Whispers” - January 2020

8” x 8”



“Whispers” - January 2020

Shadows, whispers, impressions. The hued pigments here invoke and mirrors the contours 
of the movements and gravities of my mind in the painting state and the endless 

possibilities as I grapple with my future. Blues and indigoes for me are both a palette of 
ethereal fluidity as well as a case of striking imposement.



“Escape” - February 2018


